e)

The home team shall provide an official pitch count supervisor for each home game, to act as the official
pitch count recorder. The home team shall provide an official Scorekeeper for the game.

D

The official pitch count recorder must provide current pitch count for any pitcher when requested by either
manager or any umpire. However the manager is responsible for knowing when his or her pitcher must be
removed.

g)

The official pitch count recorder should inform the home plate umpire when a pitcher has delivered his/trer
maximum limit of pitches for the game as noted above. The umpire will inform the pitcher's manager that
the pitcher must be removed. However, failure by the pitch count recorder to notiff the umpire and/or the
failure of the umpire to notify the manager does not relieve the manager of his/her responsibility to remove a
pitcher when that pitcher is no longer eligible.

h)

Pitching in more than one game in a day:
12 Year Old & Intermediate: - A player may not pitch in more than one game in a day.

Junior and Senior League: - A player may be used as a pitcher in up to two games in a day. Exception: If a
player pitched 3l or more pitches in the first game, that player may not pitch in the second game on that day.
The penalty for the use of an ineligible pitcher. The use of an ineligible pitcher will result in the suspension
of the team's manager for the next two (2) scheduled games. The coordinator will impose the penalty, after
the winning team reports the score and pitching record to him, and he discovers the use of the ineligible

Pitcher

TOURNAMENTS (ALL DTyTSIONS)
Normal pitching regulations, as described above, will be enforced for special tournaments. All tournament games
shall be recorded on a team's Pitcher Eligibility Form.

4.

SUBSTITUTION RULE 3.03:
Intermediate, Junior and Senior REGULAR SEASON

3.03 A player in the starting line-up, who

has been removed for a substitute, may re-enter the game,-!4-!!g

same position in the batting order provided:

a)
b)

His or her substitute has completed one time at bat and;
IIas played defensively for a MII\IMUM of six ( 6 ) consecutive outs

c) A starter and his/her substitute must not be in the line-up at the same time, except as provided
in 3.03

NOTE: 3. Once mandatory play is met, a starter and substitute(s) can enter/re-enter for each other
as desired, but must re-enter in the SAME position in the batting order.
NOTE: The designated hitter is not allowed in District 3 during the regular and playoff season, SENIOR ONLY
NOTE: A player ejected from the game is not eligible for re-enter.

5.

MANDATORY Play: Regular Season

see

Regulation IV (i) page 41,2019 LL Rule Book

Tournament RuIe 9 Mandatory Play page 141of 2019 rule book
There is no exception to this rule unless the game is shortened for any reason.
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